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The Worried
Well class
EVER HEAR THE TERM “worried well”

Immigration judges union pushes
back against administration effort
to shut them down
THE DEPARTMENT OF Justice has launched
an effort to decertify the National
Association of Immigration Judges, arguing that the group’s members should be
considered managers with policy-setting
capacity—and therefore should not be
permitted to organize and collectively
bargain under federal law. The NAIJ has
been around for decades—and since 1979
has been designated as the “recognized
representative for collective bargaining
for all U.S. Immigration Judges,” as
stated on the group’s website. The recent
fracas has thrown NAIJ’s existence in
danger, and the union is fighting back.

INSIGHT

It has published extensively, explaining
its long legitimacy as a federal employee
union and—most recently—issued an
August press release asserting its legal
grounds for opposing the most recent
Trump administration efforts against its
continuing role. This week, Nathan Abse
interviews the president of the NAIJ,
Ashley Tabador, who discusses what she
and her union see as the continuing and
unacceptable position of the nation’s
immigration courts under the control of a
law enforcement agency—as well as the
unacceptably crushing workload suffered
by immigration judges.

Q&A WITH ASHLEY TABADDOR
Has any previous administration pushed
back this hard on immigration judges—
I mean, attempted to decertify your
union?
Tabaddor: First of all, I need to say
again that I am talking to you in my
capacity as the president of the National
Association of Immigration Judges. This
is important for me to say. This disclosure
itself contains the most telling piece
here—about the problems of our immigration courts and immigration judges
system. We are judges—but we are kept
under a part of a court system that is
under a law enforcement agency. All of

or maybe “the worried well.” If so,
do you connect it with Washington?
With the home base of your elected
and appointed leader? Bear with me
for a couple of minutes…
Just a few blocks
from my uptown
D.C. office, there is
a gated park/playground limited to
children ages two
to five, and their
parents or, more often, their nannies
or au pairs. From the neighborhood
along Wisconsin Avenue, it is possible to literally look down on the
Russian embassy, the U.S. Capitol
Building and be above the 555-foot
tall Washington Monument. The vice
president lives nearby (in government
housing) at the Naval Observatory.
Nice shops. Nice restaurants, as you
would expect. One (the Café Deluxe)
recently closed. One of the waiters
said it was because the landlord had
raised the rent to $45,000. A month!
I would have moved too.
Gulp. But you get the idea.
Like I said, it’s a nice neighborhood. Real nice. Some federal civil
servants live in the area. But not
GS 7s. Most of the feds who live
nearby—the former head of the CIA,
the former Director of the FBI and
head of the FDIC—are in the upper
echelon. Many are political appointees and spouses. Like the former
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our problems start from the tug-of-war
between the law enforcement arm here,
that particular responsibility of the
Attorney General, versus the Attorney’s
General’s other responsibility here—delegated to that office by Congress—to
adjudicate [immigration] cases in a fair
manner. Everything—all of the problems—is borne out of this tug-of-war.
Why is this a problem—and how does it
all relate to the current administration’s
efforts to decertify your union and its
representation of immigration judges?
Tabaddor: It’s a problem because in
it, there’s a conflict between the law
enforcement duty and the need to adjudicate fairly. The current effort at decertification is a direct reflection of the
Attorney General and the Department of
Justice not wanting to have the immigration judges resolve these issues—to
bring transparency and accountability
when the court—when instead it is
being used as a law enforcement tool.
What they are trying to do is to take
away the labor law protections that are
afforded to federal employees, including
us. These protections are the only way
we can talk, under these circumstances.
Why is that the only way you can
speak out at all—using the labor protections, the union?
Tabaddor: It’s like this: If we were
in a regular court, and we were regular judges, as judges we could make
their own determinations about when
to talk about things—and what to
talk about—publicly. The state of the
court, the issues of the court, those are
things that a regular [American] court
can normally talk publicly about. In
contrast, the Department of Justice is a
law enforcement agency, basically—and
they can and are muzzling employees
of the immigration courts [part of that
agency] from talking publicly about what
it is doing. The only way we can talk is
because of the labor law protections that
are afforded federal employees, and the

labor law protections to discuss working
conditions we work under. Frankly, without those protections, the [DOJ] can not
only take away our voice—they can take
away our rights more generally.
Can you give me an example of this?
Tabaddor: Last year, this administration issued three executive orders that
were directly targeting federal government unions and all of our federal
employee rights—our ability to have
any claim to due process and a transparent system that protects us and our
jobs. These were designed to destroy
the unions, and designed to take away
the rights of employees to have the
ability to hold the employer accountable when the Department of Justice
wants to fire someone, or discipline
someone, or suspend someone. These
are long-lived, traditional labor law
protections we have in this country,
that the administration has targeted.
Most of our readers are familiar with
that situation, yes—but where does
this hit you and your members?
Tabaddor: So, those are two guiding
principles of this administration [i.e.,
the administration wants to take away
rights and transparency from federal
employees.] Between these two, they
have targeted us. That’s presumably
because we have been both vocal and
effective, in highlighting the problematic ways the immigration courts have
been viewed as an extension of law
enforcement priorities—rather than as a
neutral arbiter of the facts and the law,
when it comes to each individual case.
Again, have previous administrations
pushed this hard to weaken immigration judges and their independence—
and, if so, can you outline it for our
readers?
Tabaddor: Yes, this has happened
before. In 1999, there was an effort to

decertify—the agency sought to decertify us. It was right when the union was
trying to get the department to engage
in our very first collective bargaining
agreement. That is, it happened the
very first time we were standing up
and demanding to be treated fairly and
transparently, with respect to working
conditions. For example, we were trying to hold the agency accountable
with respect to what was called the
alternate work schedule. The president at the time had recognized that
alternate work schedules should be
encouraged. But our managers didn’t
want to do that. They were involved in
a lot of favoritism, behind the scenes,
toward some judges—with respect to
transfers between courts and other
matters—and there were other problems. We were pushing the Department
of Justice to engage in a collective
bargaining agreement. And clearly they
did not want to. The department tried
to stop our union’s outspoken nature in
the situation, and our demands to be
treated fairly in general.
That’s interesting—it was under an
administration of a different party,
too, back then—correct?
Tabaddor: That’s right. And we’ve
said this from Day One: This is not a
Republican or Democratic issue! This
is not a partisan politics issue. This is
an American, principles of democracy
issue. That’s again because whoever is
elected, whoever is in office, [under
the current structure of our immigration courts] they will not be able
to overcome this conflict of interest.
Inevitably, they will use or try to use
these courts as a tool of law enforcement. This kind of situation should
never exist in a court of law—these
are not problems any judge should have
to be afraid of. Our immigration courts
just shouldn’t be in this situation.
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Can you explain in more detail the
nature of the conflict—and why government needs to fix it?
Tabaddor: Yes. If the judges were
truly independent—if the judges were
not being used as an extension of law
enforcement—then the DOJ would have
to be more mindful. From our perspective,
it is indefensible to use the court as an
instrument—a shuffleboard. What ends
up happening now is they will say, “Hey,
we are going to put this group of people
ahead of this group of people in consideration [in the order of when immigration cases are heard].” It doesn’t matter
how long some people have been waiting
[for their case to be adjudicated.] This is
line-cutting. There is this sort of political
messaging. It is absolutely inappropriate.
It is not the way to run a court. Also,
getting rid of this sort of thing would
bring a lot more order to a system, and
a lot more defensible actions on the part
of the government, if they had to actually play by the rules—honoring a court
system and a judicial system, they could
not do this. They would have to come up
with other means, under principles more
consistent with our American democratic
principles—rather than seeking to use
the courts as a law enforcement agency.
Sound like there is a huge irony in the
DOJ’s decertification effort—I mean,
rather than having “managerial” and
policy power, you folks have very, very
little in that regard—right?
Tabaddor: That’s right. Not only have
we never gotten to the more ideal point
I have described here, but nowadays we
even have less and less control, over
our jobs. We are now subject to so much
micromanagement and control—from quotas to deadlines, to the number of cases
we are supposed to schedule, etc. We also
don’t have control over any of our staff.
The department don’t provide us with the
level of staff we need. They don’t provide
us with the law clerks we need. They don’t
provide us with enough space, training or
technology we need. Again, there isn’t a

single aspect of my job that isn’t being
micromanaged or controlled—and underresourced. There’s not a single aspect of
my job that isn’t being thoroughly coordinated with the Department of Homeland
Security, and all the other law enforcement
aspects of the administration. All of this
is why we say, look, this situation is just
totally un-American—what is being done
with our immigration court system, and
our judges. It would not be tolerated in
any other setting.

the border ahead of every other issue—
then you push a lot of other people to
the back of the line. Fixing this is not
about left-wing or right-wing, it’s about
our American system, about fairness and
law. I also want to reiterate there are
hundreds of thousands of cases in backlog and we have inadequate resources,
but our judges are in court every day
and frankly they are being worked to the
bone. It is a crushing workload.

Do you think you are getting traction,
so change might come and the immigration courts get to a better place?
Tabaddor: I think this is a moment that
has highlighted and brought a lot of forces
together, in support of recognition of the
need for independent immigration courts.
That’s something that has never happened before. In this way, I think, there
is a consciousness-raising experience that
has happened across the community—in
our legal community, too—which is connecting to these issues. What I am less
optimistic about is our representatives on
Capitol Hill. Even though they know this
is the right answer, they are gridlocked.
Again, though they know it’s the right
answer, between every other crisis happening on a regular basis and immigration
being such a polarizing issue, it’s hard.

AFGE: Social
Security hiring
freeze cuts experts

Any further, closing thoughts here?
Tabaddor: Some do not appreciate the
situation—that it is not or should not be
partisan, that fixing the court is neither
a right or a left issue, you know? When I
talk to the Republican side, I say, “Give
us the power to be judges and we will
make sure that the law is followed. For
instance, that criminal aliens and people
who should be seen as a problem—all
of this will be dealt with in a speedy
and defensible manner.” When I talk
with the Democrats, I say, “Give us our
independence—and we will make sure
this is done in a fair manner.” It would
be a win-win, you see? Right now, for
example, when you put the people on
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IN JULY, THE Social Security Administration

implemented a partial hiring freeze—and
the American Federation of Government
Employees, which represents thousands
at the agency, is questioning the rationale behind the move.
Noting that SSA suffers from an “already
understaffed workforce,” the union said in
a statement that the freeze already has
“made it increasingly difficult for auditors
in the Office of Analytics, Oversight, and
Review to do their jobs and meet legal
and congressional obligations.”
“Critics are wondering if this is the
administration’s backdoor effort to get
rid of experts, just like it did at the U.S.
Department of Agriculture,” the union said.
“The stress and the work is so demanding. We really used to be at about 1,400
employees nationwide, now we’re down
to maybe 1,000 nationwide,” Earl Tucker,
president of AFGE Council 224, said.
“We’re short-staffed as it is, and the
workloads are getting bigger. People just
get fed up and they leave.”
Tucker noted that his unit—which was
not large in the first place—had already
lost over 70 employees by the end of July
in the current fiscal year.
The union stated the situation simply: “With fewer people to do the work,
the public will suffer, as will the few
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Changes Coming
to TSP Withdrawal
Options
AS A RESULT of the passage of the

TSP Modernization Act of 2017, Thrift
Savings Plan (TSP) participants will
have more withdrawal options from
their TSP accounts. The new withdrawal
options will begin Sept. 15, 2019. This
column discusses these changes and
how they benefit TSP participants.
Among the newest TSP withdrawal
options, a TSP participant will be able
to start, stop or change installment
payments and make additional partial withdrawals whenever a participant
needs to. Even with these changes, TSP
participants will continue to benefit
from the TSP’s low administrative fees.
The following table ummarizes the new
rules affecting TSP withdrawal options,
together with the current rules.

CHANGES COMING TO TSP
WITHDRAWAL OPTIONS
Those TSP participants who have been
receiving monthly payments or who
have taken a partial withdrawal prior to
Sept. 15, 2019 when the new rules take
effect, will be able to take advantage of
the new withdrawal rules.
It should be noted that spousal TSP
beneficiary participants (the spouses of

deceased TSP participants who had TSP
accounts established for them) have the
same withdrawal options as separated
TSP participants under the new rules
taking effect on Sept. 15, 2019.
Finally, it would be a good idea for TSP
participants to review their TSP fund allocations between now and Sept. 15, 2019.
Logging onto My Account (https://www.
tsp.gov/tsp/login) gives a TSP participant
access to manage a portfolio, send secure
messages to TSP representatives, and
complete certain transactions.
After logging onto My Account, a
TSP participant may want to consider
taking these actions: (1) verifying that
his or her mailing address is correct; (2)
choosing a Lifecycle (L) fund or a fund

asset allocation appropriate to a TSP
participant’s financial goals and risk tolerance; (3) verifying that a beneficiary
designation has been made and that
the designation is current and up-todate; and (4) becoming familiar with
the online tools and calculators that are
available to TSP participants.
Edward A. Zurndorfer is a Certified Financial
Planner, Chartered Life Underwriter, Chartered
Financial Consultant and IRS Enrolled Agent in
Silver Spring, MD. Tax planning, Federal employee
benefits, retirement and insurance consulting services offered through EZ Accounting and Financial
Services, located at 833 Bromley Street Suite A,
Silver Spring, MD 20902-3019 and telephone number 301-681-1652.

GENERAL TSP WITHDRAWAL OPTIONS
New Rules Taking Effect Sept. 15, 2019

Current Rules

A TSP participant can customize installment
payments and change payment frequency at
any time as the participants needs change. The
participant can choose monthly, quarterly and
annual installment options.

Requests to change monthly installment
amount can only be made once per year
between Oct. 1 and Dec. 15.

A TSP participant never has to make a full
withdrawal election. When a TSP participant
needs to make IRS-mandated required minimum distributions (RMD) at age 70.5 and every
year thereafter, the TSP will automatically send
the participant the right amount of RMD, if the
participant does not withdraw enough RMD
during the year.

A full withdrawal election is required the year
a TSP participant is separated from federal
service and 70.5 or older, or a TSP participant’s
account becomes abandoned.

TSP participants request withdrawals easily,
using fast and secure online tools by logging
into My Account on www.tsp.gov.

Participants must submit paper forms by mail
or fax to make a change or withdrawal election.

A TSP participant can choose to withdraw
traditional TSP only, Roth TSP money only, or a
proportional amount of both.

All withdrawals include both traditional TSP
and Roth TSP funds must be done as a pro-rata
distribution. This is called a “proportional”
distribution.

Any age-based (post-age 59.5) in-service withdrawals made have no effect on the number
of post-separation partial withdrawals a TSP
participant can make. Up to four age-based
(post-age 59.5) in-service withdrawals may be
made per calendar year. A TSP participant can
make partial withdrawals even if the participant receives installment payments.

Only one in-service age-based (post-age 59.5)
or one post-separation partial withdrawal is
allowed in a lifetime. Then a full withdrawal
election is required.
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IN BRIEF
USDA EMPLOYEES SLATED TO 		
BE RELOCATED OFFERED LOWER
BUYOUT AMOUNT
THOSE EMPLOYEES AT the U.S. Department
of Agriculture who are scheduled to be
reassigned outside of Washington, D.C.,
and were offered early buyouts, have
been told to expect less than what they
were originally offered.
Earlier this summer, Agriculture
Secretary Sonny Perdue announced that
USDA will move more than 600 employees from the Economic Research Service
and the National Institute of Food and
Agriculture to the Kansas City area.
Employees that are eligible for a
Voluntary Separation Incentive Payment
or Voluntary Early Retirement Authority
were offered $25,000 for their departure.
However, the agency, in a confirmation update, rescinded that offer.
“Due to the volume of applications
and in an effort to afford all employees
who applied the opportunity to receive
the incentive payment, the amount
approved for all applicants has changed
from $25,000 to $10,000,” USDA wrote
in the update, which is being distributed by the American Federation of
Government Employees.
Those who are approved for a VSIP
have until Aug. 26 to accept the buyout
and must leave or retire from the agency
between Sept. 16 and 27.
AFGE released a statement condemning the lower amount.
“Employees now have less than a
week to decide whether to accept the
reduced buyout, which also bars them
for working at another federal agency
for five years. Many of these employees
have spent their careers devoted to agricultural research and furthering their
agencies’ missions, and they deserve to
be treated better than this.”
The Economic Research Service conduct-

ed a staff tally last month and found that
most of employees slated to be relocated
to Kansas City will decline the move.
With that in mind, AFGE said the
agency had enough time to budget and
plan accordingly.

We’ll be running full profiles of the
2019 Rising Stars this fall, and the winners will be honored in person at the Nov.
7 Government Innovation Awards dinner.
Until then, here’s a quick salute this year’s
winners — 21 individuals we’re confident
you’ll be hearing about for years to come:

21 FEDS RECEIVE 2019 RISING
STAR AWARDS

• Brecken

W. Auchterlonie
Business Development Manager		
SAIC
• Kevin E. Brisley		
Manpower Analyst / Senior Human
Resources Manager		
Command, Control, Communications
and Cyber Systems Directorate, 		
U.S. Transportation Command
• Kaitlin I. Bulavinetz		
Managing Director		
Washington Cyber Roundtable
• Will Cahoe			
Projects Coordinator, 10x		
General Services Administration
• Gilberto Castro			
Global Networking Manager
Georgetown University
• David Catanoso		
Director, Enterprise Cloud Solutions
Office, Dept of Veterans Affairs
Department of Veteran Affairs

EACH YEAR, THE Rising Star Awards

recognize individuals who are early in
their federal IT careers yet already are
having an outsized impact. The women
and men listed below have been selected both for their accomplishments over
the past year and for their leadership
potential in this community.
These awards are part of our larger
Government Innovation Awards program.
A joint effort of FCW, GCN, Washington
Technology and Defense Systems, these
awards also recognize the companies
supporting the government’s transformation and the most innovative technology
initiatives across the public sector.
The Public Sector Innovation winners
were announced today as well; the 2019
Industry Innovators will be revealed
in the coming days. You can learn
more about the overall Government
Innovation Awards here.

Your FERS
Retirement
2019
TAXATION OF FEDERAL
RETIREMENT BENEFITS
2019
CHAPTER X: XXXXXXXX
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• T aylor K. Chott				
Data Scientist, 			
CACI
• Anna Cordrey			
Deputy Program Manager,
NASA
• Mahtab Emdadi		
Regional Sales Director			
Dell Technologies
• Omid Ghaffari-Tabrizi			
Acquisitions Lead		
Centers of Excellence, 		
General Services Administration
• Ryan V. Hendricks			
USA Performance Product 		
Development Supervisor		
Office of Personnel Management
• Dr. Leonie Heyworth		
Director of Synchronous Telehealth,
VHA Office of Connected Care/
Telehealth Services, Department 		
of Veterans Affairs		
Veterans Health Administration,
Department of Veterans Affairs
• Michelle Johnson		
Communications Manager,
Senior Research Analyst		
Section 809 Panel, 		
Defense Acquisition University
• Samer Madarani		
Partner Account Director -

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Partnership Development		
Dovel Technologies
Ellen Nadeau			
Deputy Manager, Privacy Framework
National Institute of Standards and
Technology
Lt. Jason A. Pawlak		
Cyber Battle Captain			
U.S. Transportation Command
Jonathan Riksen			
Associate Partner & Client Leader		
IBM
Christopher Rorvig		
Senior Consultant, Consulting
Services, CGI Federal
Blake M. Scates		
Digital Program Manager		
Department of Veterans Affairs
Robert G. Sheldon		
Head of Technology Strategy,
Public Sector			
CrowdStrike
Travis Sorensen			
CEO				
Oddball, Inc.

CENSUS NOW ALLOWING ONLINE
APPLICATIONS
THE U.S. CENSUS Bureau is aiming to
become one of the largest part-time “gig”
employers in 2020, competing with popular rideshare and e-commerce companies.

The agency is planning to hire more
than 500,000 temporary and part-time
workers to help conduct the 2020 Census
next year and technology is streamlining that process.
Hiring for part-time census taker, or
enumerator, positions—for the first
time—can all be completed online.
The job simply entails visiting homes
and updating addresses, among other
things, to make sure people can easily respond to the census. It can be
done using a personal smart phone or
laptop.
“These jobs can be a great second job,
and we’re pitching them to students,
bus drivers, teachers and others,” Jeff
Behler, regional director of the Census
Bureau’s New York Regional Office, said.
“You can work your 40-hour-per-week
job and work for us on the weekends
and be successful.”
New hires can earn between $13 and
$30 an hour, depending on where they
live.
Previous years the process was all
paper, and required an in-person test
session.
Now, if selected, applicants can submit all required documentation and
background checks online and begin
working immediately after approval.

Thrift Savings Plan Share Prices
Funds

Aug. 28

Month Ago

Year Ago

G Fund
F Fund
C Fund
S Fund
I Fund
Lifecycle Funds
L Income
L 2020
L 2030
L 2040
L 2050

16.2529
19.8146
41.9681
50.4062
28.0641

16.2217
19.2472
43.8802
53.8984
30.4527

15.8284
17.9351
41.2674
54.4718
30.5589

20.5741
28.3117
32.4076
35.2784
20.4139

20.7140
28.5860
33.2672
36.4273
21.1906

20.0874
27.7831
32.2074
35.2721
20.5367

Register free to get rates of return and other TSP info at: https://federalsoup.com/portals/top/thrift-savings-plan.aspx
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Attorney General. And lots of lawyers, lobbyists, some very famous
journalists (I work there, but live
elsewhere) and again, lawyers.
The composition of the neighborhood means there are lots of really
good looking, mostly white, kids.
Attended by good looking (mostly
Latino) helpers who help while
Mom and Dad are at work, or the
gym or cycle classes.
To us mere mortals, these people
appear to have it made. Lots of
money, good jobs, good-looking
wives (the husbands, not so much).
Great kids.
And yet…
Many of them are not happy. Or
don’t appear to be. Despite money,
leisure time, control, you-name-it,
they are missing something. Or so
they believe.
Take the ages two-five kids
park. The extensive list of rules is
in English and Spanish. At both
entrances. It explains that highheels are not allowed. Nor are people under two or over five, unless
they are support staff. Then they
can watch but not play. The kids
can have fun but not run hard, or
scream loudly. Nor can they throw
things. Its likely many of them
can’t read or, if they can, don’t pay
much attention to written rules.
But they seem to get by. There
are also neighborhood gardens—a
holdover from World War I—where
the elite can grow tomatoes and
flowers. Or more likely—like White
House first ladies proud of their
green thumbs—hire somebody to
tend the crops.
While they have seemingly idyllic
lives (to the likes of us anyhow)
many belong to the Worried Well
class. They’ve got it made, and yet.”
Several years ago a British newspa-

per reported that “The Doctors are
reporting huge rises in the ‘worried
well’ – healthy patients who, fueled
by Google and Wikipedia searches,
are diagnosing themselves with
everything from food allergies to
brain tumors.” And other worries
The neighborhood—like most of
the city— is progressive. All elected officials are Democrats and have
been for decades. And yet when
the city decided to put a homeless
shelter near the police station,
the neighborhood revolted. Most if
not all other shelters are in lowerincome parts of D.C. Primarily the
southeast and northeast sections of
town. Which, according the folks in
the upper Northwest neighborhood,
is where they are, uh needed. Or at
least belong.
Further up the avenue, about
two miles, is Chevy Chase Village
(across the DC line) in Maryland.
The average household income
there is $460,000. Houses go for
a lot more, probably, than in your
neighborhood or mine. It is also a
politically progressive area. When
Vice President Mike Pence moved
nearby in a rented house (before
the Inauguration gave him his current abode) neighbors put up signs
in their yards saying the ex-governor of Indiana wasn’t welcome. Nor
his wife. Newspapers reported that
people turned their backs when the
Pences’ walked or drove past. Some
thought it was a way to support the
Resist Movement. Some thought it
was kinda un-neighborly.
Anyhow, the Village made the
front page of the Washington
post Aug. 29 because of its dog
park. Like the two to five kids
park near my office, this park is
for special dogs of special people.
And the dogs also have helpers.

Federal Benefits

Q&A

With the new withdrawal rules
allowing for multiple partial withdrawals, do retirees need to get
spousal notarized consent every
time the make a withdrawal
amount change? For example, if
I currently have monthly withdrawals for $3000, do I need to
get notarized spousal consent to
increase the amount to $4000? Or
decrease the amount to $2000?
If so, do I need to get notarized
spousal consent EVERY time I
change the amount? Or is spousal
consent only needed when a retiree starts or stops withdrawals?
First, what you are referring to are
the new TSP (not FERS) withdrawal rules which will become effective Sept. 15, 2019. In answer to
your question, when the new rules
become effective, a married FERS
TSP participant will not have to get
his or her spouse’s written consent
every time the TSP participant wants
to make a withdrawal change. The
only time the written consent must
be obtained is the first time the TSP
participant requests a withdrawal
from his or her TSP account, or when
the TSP participant wants to take out
a TSP loan.
Readers are encouraged to ask questions
related to general employee benefits—such
as CSRS, FERS, the Thrift Savings Plan, tax
and estate planning, insurance, Social Security
and Medicare—at the “Federal Benefits Q&A”
at https://forum.federalsoup.com/default.
aspx?g=topics&f=6.
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Taxation of Federal
Retirement Benefits
2019
Taxation of Federal
Retirement Benefits
2019

Compared to private retirement plans, the federal government
has very generous retirement plans for its federal retirees. They
are also complicated, particularly with respect to how the various
retirement plans are taxed.
This guide provides the information you need to plan ahead for
retirement and survivor payments.

Download today!
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Walkers, and groomers. Like the
kids, and like the kid’s park, this
dog park has lots of rules. One
is NO EXCESSIVE BARKING. This
despite the fact that the park is
full of high-energy, top-pedigree,
pampered pooches some of whom
like to bark. A lot.
The village is home to lots of
people with lots of clout. People
who are used to getting their way.
Spoiler alert. Houses in the village
range in price from a modest $1.1
million to $22.5 million. Sound
like where you live? The barking
is so bad that they recently commissioned a $1,300 private study
on barking. Conclusion: Some dogs
bark. A lot. Lots of people don’t like
it. Money well spent, right?
The villain in the Post story is
a five-month old golden retriever named Chubbs. Despite the
clearly printed NO EXCESSIVE
BARKING rule, he barks. A lot. I
mean he’s five-months old. And
a golden retriever. Surrounded by
other pampered pooches. Doing
what they do. Barking. Chasing
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remaining employees left to accomplish
their mission.”
SSA auditors are “routinely engage
with SSA beneficiaries, often redeveloping
cases from the beginning to the end to
confirm that recipients are receiving the
proper funds,” the union noted. Auditors
do quality reviews of programs and make
sure that retirement, disability and other
programs are providing correctly calculated amounts to the correctly vetted
recipients. Included in the scope of their
work is reviewing approximately half of
the disability cases filed in individual
states—with reviews required of some
50,000 cases per year.

tennis balls, smelling each other’s butts. What anybody (dog)
would do in a gated fun zone for
elite dogs which the village paid
$134,000 to have set up. Now
guess what? Some of the dogs
can’t read. They bark. A lot.
Best of all, this being elite
Washington, the woman who chairs
the village board is the wife of
Jerome Powell, chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board. That is THE
board. Not just a board. Powell
has been lots of criticism recently
from President Trump who’s looking
for people to blame when/if the
long-over due recession hits. And
Powell probably feels the pressure.
Not only the normal pressure of the
job as chairman of the world’s most
important financial policy outfit,
but also as the newest punching
bag for the guy who appointed him.
The Powells probably have enough
stress now without dealing with
phones calls the police and neighbors demanding something be done
about Chubb.
And you thought you had problems!

And these already heavy workload
requirements are continuing to grow,
even as the hiring freeze is limiting the agency’s available personnel
to handle them. For example, at the
Dallas office, the union notes, administrators have announced plans to
grow case assignments to SSA staff by
fully one-quarter.
“When we’re pushing people to produce more, to produce more, they’re
really not allowing people enough time
to do quality work,” Tucker said. “What
you’re going to find is, they’re just going
to sign it and move on.”
The SSA hiring freeze only applies to
certain components of the agency.
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